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HIGHLIGHTS

• Electrophysiology in human epilepsy samples gives unique insights into pharmacoresistant epilepsy.
• A number of technical and logistical considerations associated with preparing human epileptic slices.
• Intercital activity seen more routinely than ictal discharges in human epileptic slices.
• Much still to be gleaned from this material by application of organotypic culture techniques, imaging and multielectrode array recordings.
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ABSTRACT

Increasingly, neuroscientists are taking the opportunity to use live human tissue obtained from elective neurosurgical procedures for electrophysiological studies in vitro. Access to this valuable resource permits unique studies into the network dynamics that contribute to the generation of pathological electrical activity in the human epileptic brain. Whilst this approach has provided insights into the mechanistic features of electrophysiological patterns associated with human epilepsy, it is not without technical and methodological challenges. This review outlines the main difficulties associated with working with epileptic human brain slices from the point of collection, through the stages of preparation, storage and recording. Moreover, it outlines the limitations, in terms of the nature of epileptic activity that can be observed in such tissue, in particular, the rarity of spontaneous ictal discharges, we discuss manipulations that can be utilised to induce such activity. In addition to discussing conventional electrophysiological techniques that are routinely employed in epileptic human brain slices, we review how imaging and multielectrode array recordings could provide novel insights into the network dynamics of human epileptogenesis. Acute studies in human brain slices are ultimately limited by the lifetime of the tissue so overcoming this issue provides increased opportunity for information gain. We review the literature with respect to organotypic culture techniques that may hold the key to prolonging the viability of this material. A combination of long-term culture techniques, viral transduction approaches and electrophysiology in human brain slices promotes the possibility of large scale monitoring and manipulation of neuronal activity in epileptic microcircuits.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

The use of animal models has been at the forefront of basic research in epilepsy. In particular, in vitro brain slice preparations from rodents have provided insights into the pathophysiology of epilepsy by the use of electrophysiological, optical imaging, molecular and cell biology techniques. Nonetheless, as revealing as 40 years of in vitro brain slice preclinical research have been, many fundamental neurobiological issues surrounding epilepsy remain. From a translational perspective, an evaluation of the clinical relevance of in vitro rodent models of epilepsy is of paramount importance if shortcomings in current treatment approaches are to be overcome. There is no doubt that a best alternative to animal models would be to conduct basic functional and mechanistic
studies in a completely homologous model i.e. living human brain tissue. This is becoming increasingly possible using tissue resected during neurosurgery for refractory epilepsy. As noted, many human epilepsies are refractory to current pharmacological intervention, leaving resective surgery to remove the seizure focus as the most viable alternative treatment. Tissue excised during this process is often discarded, but, with a willing collaborative effort between clinicians and basic scientists, it can be retained for in vitro functional physiological investigation.

That it is not used more widely is due to a combination of issues: it requires a very close and cooperative collaboration between an interested and motivated surgical team (neurophysiologists, neurologists, neurosurgeons) and basic scientists; moral and ethical permissions are complex and require careful planning and operation; close proximity between operating theatre and research laboratory is highly desirable, to maintain viability of the live tissue once it is excised; tissue is often available on a sporadic basis and often at short-notice; the origin and orientation of the tissue is often different from sample to sample due to an external neurosurgical orientation; limited availability and sample variability mean that accumulation of sufficient observations is often slow. Another major impediment cited by many is the lack of adequate control tissue since it is essentially the epileptic tissue that is being removed. However, this is compensated for, to some extent, by surgical resections usually extending beyond the focal region to ensure adequate removal of dysfunctional tissue, and/or removal of non-epileptic tissue from overlying regions to approach a deep tumour or lesion (see also Komlosi et al., 2012; Molnar et al., 2008; Szabados et al., 2006).

Indeed, at both Aston and Newcastle, non-epileptic control tissue samples are available as frequently as those from pathologically altered regions. To further improve research on epileptic human tissue, however, it should be noted that patients undergoing surgery have established epilepsy, exhibit heterogeneous histories, and have been exposed to prolonged periods of various anti-epileptic drugs that have failed to provide adequate seizure control. Thus, tissue obtained from these patients is advantageous from the point of view of probing potential mechanisms underlying pharmacoresistance but less so for gaining insight into the process of epileptogenesis in the human brain. Using approaches initially developed for rodent brain slices by Mcllwain and others (Collingridge, 1995), the ability to prepare and maintain slices of epileptic human cortical tissue gives unprecedented access to human brain tissue for subsequent interrogation with a variety of tools. At the time of this publication, there have been approximately 110 novel papers reporting on the use of human brain slices in vitro. In 2006, the methodological approaches that can be applied to human brain slices to gain insight into epilepsy were extensively reviewed by Köhling and Avoli. Rather than re-review the literature up to 2006, the current article aims to provide an update on progress in this field that has followed in the ten years since the previous review (Köhling and Avoli, 2006), and discuss what the future may hold for experimental studies involving human epileptic brain slices.

2. Resection, collection and preparation of human epileptic material: Critical steps for maintaining functional viability

The bulk of human brain tissue that is removed during elective neurosurgery is ultimately used for diagnostic purposes. Previously, this has meant that limited scientific information has been derived from this resource as standard histopathological stains are primarily used to examine such samples. However, in recent years more sophisticated molecular biological techniques have been employed to examine the contribution of epigenetics (Kobow and Blümcke, 2014; Miller-Delaney et al., 2015), gene expression (Beaumont et al., 2012; Rakha et al., 2005) and regulation (Johnson et al., 2015) in human epilepsy. Whilst this is useful in providing a molecular basis for observed phenotypic variations in the pathological condition, it tells us very little regarding the functional changes that correspond to cellular, synaptic and network activity in the human epileptic brain. From a functional perspective, epilepsy remains a disease of the brain that arises due to excessive neuronal activity. As such the use of electrophysiological techniques to study the condition either in vivo (e.g. EEG) or using brain slices in vitro (e.g. extracellular local field potential recordings) remains the ‘gold standard’ scientific approach.

In the same way that ensuring an optimised protocol is used for obtaining high-quality brain slices for animal studies, this also applies to human epileptic brain slices. An important aspect of this type of work is the ability to ensure that the neurosurgeon resects the tissue quickly and with minimal traumatic damage to the tissue. If the sample is physiologically compromised at this stage then conducting electrophysiological studies in slices prepared from a sub-optimal sample will be fruitless. This can be avoided through clear communication with the neurosurgical team with regard to the manner in which the tissue should be obtained, before embarking on such a programme of research.

In the majority of epilepsy centres across the world, all patients selected for surgery will have undergone an exhaustive array of presurgical examinations that include, neuropsychological tests, surface EEG, intra-cranial electrocorticography (ECoG) (sub-dural grid electrodes and/or depth electrodes), neuroimaging (positron-emission tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)) and neurological assessment. As such, all these modalities will not only provide detailed anatomical information to the neurosurgeon on the location in the brain that contains the seizure onset zone, but also vital background information that can be correlated with functional studies in the excised tissue. Using the presurgical information, with the aid of a neuro-navigation system, the surgical team can ascertain the location of the aberrant region (neocortex or hippocampus) to be removed. A craniotomy is performed under general anaesthesia and, following the opening of the dura, the pathological cortex can be removed by subpial resection.

It is important that the white matter is cut to ensure that the sample is resected “en bloc” as the white matter and vasculature on the pial surface serve as important landmarks critical for orientation of the sample for subsequent slice preparation. Following successful resection it is imperative that the neurosurgeon manipulates the tissue bloc with the utmost care to ensure maintenance of functional viability in the slices to be obtained. Using forceps, the sample should be picked up by a corner of the white matter, taking care not to compress the grey matter, and placed/dropped into a small beaker containing artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF).

For electrophysiological studies the tissue should be sliced with a vibratome into thinner sections (400–450 μm) as quickly as possible. However, it is likely that the operating theatre may be located at a distance from the laboratory, and the option of preparing slices in proximity to theatre may not be possible. It is therefore essential that the collection aCSF remains chilled and continually carbonated (95% O₂/5% CO₂) to ensure that the tissue does not become
anoxic. Portable chambers for the transport of prepared slices have been previously described (Hsiao et al., 2015; Köhling et al., 1996).

It is also relatively straightforward to construct a system in which an icebox and a small (34L) disposable carbogen cylinder can be placed within a human tissue transportation box. In our experience, using this system we have easily kept human cortical samples healthy for periods up to 30 min, as verified by subsequent viable electrophysiological recordings.

The state and composition of the aCSF used for tissue collection and preparation of human slices is also of great importance. Many early reports using human tissue used an ice cold (4° C) standard aCSF solution that included (in mM) NaCl (124–129), KCl (2–4), CaCl2 (1.6–2.4), MgSO4 (1.3–2), NaH2PO4 (1.25), NaHCO3 (21–26) and glucose (10–12.5). This solution is largely derived from animal slice work, and studies (Aghajanian and Rasmussen, 1989) have suggested that this solution of aCSF leads to a significant degree of neuronal death in human slices and, in particular, causes a dramatic loss of GABAergic mediated inhibition (Kuenzi et al., 2000). To overcome this problem, many groups have been forced to develop an aCSF solution to confer neuroprotective properties. This can be achieved in a number of ways. The replacement of sodium with sucrose prevents neuronal toxicity mediated by glutamate (Alvarado-Rojas et al., 2015; Cohen et al., 2002; Cunningham et al., 2012; Huberfeld et al., 2007, 2011; Pallud et al., 2014; Roopun et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2014; Wittner et al., 2009). Supplementation of the aCSF with various anti-oxidants (ascorbic acid, alpha-tocopherol, Wozny et al., 2003, n-acetyl cysteine, uric acid and pyruvate) will limit damaging redox reactions occurring at ionic and synaptic receptors. The addition of ascorbic acid (Brahma et al., 2000) and tauurine (Kreisman and Olson, 2003) also aids volume regulation and thus limits cell swelling and subsequent neuronal death. A simultaneous reduction of the Mg2+ and elevation of the Ca2+ extracellular concentrations (Alvarado-Rojas et al., 2015; Cohen et al., 2002; Huberfeld et al., 2007, 2011; Pallud et al., 2014; Wittner et al., 2009) can act to diminish overall levels of excitation during the cutting process. In our laboratories we have developed a combination of these approaches to ensure tissue protection and use a modified collection and cutting aCSF solution for human cortical tissue that contains (in mM) sucrose (171), KCl (2.5), MgCl2 (10), NaHCO3 (25), 1.25NaH2PO4, glucose (10), CaCl2 (0.5), N-acetyl cysteine (1), tauurine (1) and pyruvate (20). The following anti-inflammatory and antioxidant agents are also added to the solution (final concentration): indomethacin (45 μM), ascorbic acid (300 μM) and uric acid (100 μM) (Prokic et al., 2015; Cunningham et al., 2012; Woodhall, unpublished observations). In addition, neuroprotective agents such as Brilliant Blue G and ketamine can be added to prevent neuronal death via overactivation of P2X3 (Arbeloa et al., 2012) and NMDA (Aitken et al., 1995; Lench et al., 2015; Lipton et al., 1995) receptors, respectively.

There has been a considerable degree of advancement made in the quality of vibratomes used for cutting brain slices, with a particular emphasis on the reduction of z-axis deflection to reduce damage. The ability to minimise the extent of vertical vibration (Geiger et al., 2002) to levels of <1 μm has been shown, with subsequent light and electron microscopy analysis, to greatly enhance the preservation of cellular elements, dendritic processes and presynaptic terminals in cut brain slices. For example, this has permitted electrophysiologists to conduct patch-clamp recordings directly from rodent and primates' NOS fibre presynaptic terminal (Bischofberger et al., 2006). It is now well accepted that the improved preservation of superficial tissue layers of slices by minimised z-axis deflection acts to greatly improve the overall viability and condition of the in vitro brain slice preparation.

The prepared human brain slices are transferred for storage to a holding chamber in which they are continually carbogenated and maintained at room temperature in aCSF prepared for the purposes of electrophysiological recordings. In general, most laboratories using human brain slices prepare these with a thickness in the region of 400–450 μm. The ability to record network activity is likely to be comprised by preparing thinner slices. The holding and recording aCSF solution used in a number of published studies varies between the following values (in mM) NaCl (124–129), KCl (2–4), CaCl2 (1.6–2.4), MgSO4 (1.3–2), NaH2PO4 (1.25), NaHCO3 (21–26) and glucose (10–12.5). In these holding conditions, it is our experience that slices are viable for periods of time that exceed those observed in rodent brain slices. Indeed, anecdotal evidence would suggest that the under the same storage conditions the relative viability of human brain slices is greater than that seen in rodent brain slices (Gabor Tamas, personal communication). Whilst unreported by other groups, our experience has been that electrophysiological signals (spontaneous LFP; evoked field EPSPs) are still present in human brain slices up to 20 h post-section of the sample. It is interesting to speculate whether epileptic human tissue slices can be kept viable for longer periods of time. In a later section we will explore how organotypic culture techniques could be used to prolong the functionality of tissue for longer periods of time to maximise usage. It is also interesting that recent work with rodent tissue has suggested that the emergence of bacterial infection significantly reduces the viability of acute slices over periods of 6–12 h following slice preparation. To overcome this problem, Buskila et al. (2014) have developed a brain slice storage system (the Braincubator) which maintains slices at 15–16°C and constantly filters the aCSF through an ultra violet C (UV) chamber. This reduces the capacity for the growth conditions for mesophilic gram-negative bacteria through a combination of irradiation and hypothermia. The authors demonstrated, using whole cell patch clamp recordings, that the intrinsic and synaptic properties of neocortical pyramidal cells were viable and unchanged for up to 36 h post-slice preparation. The usefulness of such a slice storage system for prolonging acute recording sessions with epileptic human brain slices is worth consideration and further exploration.

3. Choosing the optimal in vitro environment for human brain slice studies

Brain slice experiments have traditionally used interface or submerged slice recording chambers. Both have advantages and disadvantages dependent on the experimental questions to be addressed. Is there any particular advantage to either for human brain slice experiments?

The interface chamber (“Oslo” or “Haas” chamber) maintains brain slices between an interface of carbogenated (95% O2/5% CO2) aCSF and a humidified carbogenated atmosphere and ensures that relatively thick (400–500 μm) sections can be kept in a good physiological condition for prolonged periods (10–20 h). Disadvantages of this approach are the inability to use visualisation (for e.g. IR-DIC microscopy) to target neurons for single cell electrophysiological recording purposes, and relatively low perfusion rates (1–1.4 ml min⁻¹) mean that the time course for equilibration of bath applied drugs can be prolonged (up to 30–40 min). However, a major advantage over submerged slices is an increased ability to record neuronal network activity. This is likely to be due to differences in the degree of oxygenation that occurs in submerged chambers. Submerged chambers essentially only provide superfusion on one (top) side of the slice since the other (bottom) side rests on the base of the chamber. With interface slices oxygen is provided via the flow of aCSF occurs across the bottom of the slice and via the gaseous environment above the slice. Thus, submerged slices may suffer altered distribution of not only oxygen, but also additional nutrients and chemicals. It is now generally accepted that neuronal network activity observed in interface slices is difficult to replicate in submerged slice chambers. A common feature of both
pathological and physiological network oscillations is a requirement for high levels of neuronal activity. Evidence from PET scans in human epilepsy patients (Alavi et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2008) and metabolic recordings (fluorescent FAD+ or NADH) in animal models of epilepsy (Dora, 1983; Heinemann et al., 2002a, 2002b; Ivanov and Zilberter, 2011; Ivanov et al., 2014; Kann et al., 2005; Kovacs et al., 2001; O’Connor et al., 1972; Schuchmann et al., 1999; Zhao et al., 2011) confirm the metabolic demands of interictal and ictal electrophysiological behaviour. The most profound differences in experiments using interface versus submersed chambers have been reported in those where ensuring adequate levels of neuronal activity (for e.g. neuronal network gamma frequency oscillations) are required (Glovali et al., 2005; Häjos et al., 2009). As such, the interface chamber offers a more ‘physiological-like’ environment for electrophysiological studies in human epileptic brain slices, particularly when assessing the cellular and synaptic features of pathological network are the primary focus. Many recent papers (Cohen et al., 2002; Cunningham et al., 2012; Huberfeld et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2009; Pallud et al., 2014; Roopun et al., 2009; Wittner et al., 2009) have used this form of recording chamber when conducting in vitro electrophysiology studies on resected human tissue in vitro. It may be possible to overcome most of the some of the disadvantages of either submersed or interface chambers by employing recent approaches developed for rodent slices to human tissue. Some laboratories have circumvented the oxygenation problem in submersed slices by elevating the perfusion rate (in some cases doubling or tripling that used in interface chambers). Perhaps a better approach is a dual perfusion submersed chamber where laminar flow of ACSF is directed above and below the slices (Häjos et al., 2009; Spampanato and Mody, 2007). Both modifications ultimately lead to increased oxygenation, but increased flow rates introduce the additional issue of reduced mechanical stability that could be detrimental for long-term recordings. That network activity can be sustained for long periods of time using a dual perfusion style chamber with low flow rates (Häjos et al., 2004, 2009) provides a scenario where long-term electrophysiological recordings in human slices are viable. To overcome the difficulty of visualising neurones in interface recordings, Aivar et al. (2014) have also developed an interface chamber that can be adapted to an upright microscope providing access for visualised patch clamp recordings using a long working distance objective (×40). Using this approach, allowed simultaneous patch clamp of pyramidal cells and extracellular recording of physiological- and pathological-like high frequency network oscillations (HFOs) in the rodent hippocampal slices.  

4. Epileptic human brain tissue: What it is good for?  

The advantage of using human epileptic brain slices is that a number of techniques and manipulations that would not be possible in vivo can be applied to the tissue ex vivo. In particular, the use of electrophysiologically techniques permits mechanistic insight into signals that underlie electrophysiological signatures in intact patient recordings (for e.g. LFP recordings relevant to EEG markers). A number of publications in human brain tissue have observed spontaneous events that closely resemble interictal spikes and associated HFOs. Understanding the mechanisms that underlie such pathological HFOs is of paramount importance. This activity is strongly associated with epileptogenic networks in patients with mTLE. Recent work has suggested that pathological HFOs may represent a unique biomarker that could aid the localisation of brain regions to be resected during epilepsy surgery (see Staba et al., 2014). Moreover, HFOs associated with interictal events are intimately correlated with seizure onset zone in drug resistant epilepsy patients (Akiyama et al., 2011; Cho et al., 2012; Haegelen et al., 2013; Jacobs et al., 2010; Okanishi et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2010). Given the profound association between HFOs and seizure generation, a better understanding of the neuronal behaviors that generate HFO will provide information that could be used to pharmacologically target HFOs and potentially overcome the issue of drug resistant epilepsy.  

In this respect, several laboratories have exploited the use of epileptic human brain slices to study the mechanistic nature of HFOs. First reported by Köhling et al. (1998) in epileptic human neocortical slices, HFOs are strongly correlated with interictal sharp wave events. This initial study focused on the cellular and synaptic features of the sharp wave events concluding that they are mediated primarily through non-NMDA and GABAergic mediated synaptic activity. More recently, Roopun et al. (2010) recorded spontaneous HFOs (100–500 Hz) in association with interictal sharp waves in human neocortical slices obtained from mTLE patients. In combination with a computational network model, this work demonstrated a weak correlation between chemical synaptic activity and the HFO. They also showed that blockade of gap junctions abolished HFOs whereas the application of a GABAA receptor antagonist had no effect. In a subsequent paper (Simon et al., 2014), using the same dataset, HFOs were separated into ripple (<200 Hz) and fast ripple (>200 Hz) components. Using multielectrode Utah array recordings it was shown that both forms of activity were predominant in the superficial (II/III) layers of the neocortex. Combined extracellular recordings and intracellular measurements of principal cell membrane potential revealed that, whilst excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) occur during fast ripple HFOs, there was no correlation between the chemical synaptic activity and the network HFOs. This finding supports the notion that human fast ripple HFOs are generated by a gap junction coupled plexus of axons (Cunningham et al., 2012; Roopun et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2014; Traub et al., 2011, 2014).  

HFOs have also been detected in subicular slices obtained from mTLE patients, Alvarado-Rojas et al. (2015) used concurrent extracellular local field potential (LFP) and intra- and juxtacellular recordings, to study cellular and synaptic components underlying spontaneous and induced HFOs (150–250 Hz) in the ripple frequency range. Spontaneous HFOs associated with interictal discharges were correlated with sparse firing and, in the majority of cases, inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs). In contrast, HFOs associated with preictal discharges (elicited by using a pro-convulsant ACSF–reduced [Mg2+]o and elevated [K+]i) were associated with principal neuron burst firing and a robust depolarisation of the membrane potential. Intriguingly, the authors report that the faster component of HFOs (i.e. fast ripples <200 Hz) were observed. In vivo studies in mTLE patients have demonstrated a clear association between fast ripple HFOs in the range of 200–500 Hz with the seizure onset zone, as compared to ripple HFO (<200 Hz). These findings suggest that fast ripple HFOs are a strong biomarker of disease activity. Given the importance of the faster component of HFOs for epileptogenicity it is surprising that an assessment of the neuronal contributions to this activity were not forthcoming in this paper.  

5. Spontaneous epileptogenic activity in human epileptic brain slices  

One expectation from recordings in living human brain slices would be to observe spontaneous epileptic activity. However, in the majority of studies reviewed by Köhling and Avoli (2006), pro-convulsant agents (GABA receptor antagonists; 4-aminopyridine), pro-excitatory alterations in the ACSF (e.g. increased [Na+]o, or [K+]o; lowered [Mg2+]o), or combinations of both, were required to routinely observe interictal events in brain slices from epileptic patients. It has also been reported that ictal activity is elicited by
4-AP application in a subpopulation of samples from patients with focal cortical dysplasia (Avoli et al., 2003). However, over the last ten years, an increasing number of laboratories have shown that pro-epileptic manipulations are not required and have reported that spontaneous network pathological activity can be recorded under ‘resting’ conditions (Cunningham et al., 2012; Huberfeld et al., 2007; Roopun et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2014; Wittner et al., 2009) in vitro. It is not clear why there is an increasing observation of spontaneous activity in human epileptic brain slices but it seems likely that improvements in technical aspects of slice preparation and preservation have played a role. Most laboratories now attempt to limit neuronal damage during slice preparation, with modified aCSF (e.g. addition of antioxidants, increased magnesium concentration, replacement of sodium ions with sucrose). These factors are likely to ensure that complex pathological network events are preserved in human epileptic brain slices, as a result of general improvements in slice viability. Whilst technical aspects will be critical for preserving the viability of the slices, additional factors will still contribute to inconsistency in the observation of pathological network activity; these may include variations in surgical technique used to remove samples across different centres, variations in the angle used during slice preparation, variations in the regions of the brain the sample has been obtained from, and time taken for transportation/slicing of the sample.

The observation of spontaneous interictal activity in studies primarily emanating from Richard Miles’s group in Paris (Cohen et al., 2002; Huberfeld et al., 2007, 2011; Pallud et al., 2014; Wittner et al., 2009), have demonstrated remarkable consistency. In a series of papers this group have shown that the subiculum and associated parahippocampal structures are capable of generating complex interictal events in vitro. One reason for the consistency of these findings may be due to the preservation of the network of limbic structures and the methods by which they are removed. Unlike the neocortex, which can be problematic with respect to orientation for slice preparation, the hippocampus exhibits a well-defined structure that permits visual orientation of the samples for slicing. Additionally, the surgical method (anterior temporal lobectomy) by which the intact hippocampus and associated parahippocampal structures are removed ensures ease of orientation of the sample prior to the cutting of the slices. Despite the success of this group and others (Cohen et al., 2002; Cunningham et al., 2012; Huberfeld et al., 2007, 2011; Pallud et al., 2014; Roopun et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2014; Wittner et al., 2009) to record spontaneous interictal activity in vitro, there is only a single published report in which spontaneous ictal-like events have been observed (Cunningham et al., 2012). Moreover, as alluded to by Heinemann and Staley (2014) it is also extremely difficult to induce ictal-like events in human hippocampal and neocortical tissue. Recent work has resorted to the strategy of manipulating ionic concentrations in the aCSF (reduced [Mg$^{2+}$], and elevated [K$^+$] in subicum; Huberfeld et al., 2011) or a combination of ionic and pharmacological manipulation (elevated [K$^+$]), and bicusculin in temporal neocortex; Heinemann and Staley, 2014) to elicit seizure like events. However, preliminary data from the Woodhall laboratory demonstrates that ictal events can be observed in human temporal cortical slices obtained from a paediatric patient with a Type II focal cortical dysplasia (Fig. 1). These ictal events can be reliably evoked by bath application of kainate (100nM) and carbachol (5μM) and persist for many hours in such conditions. It is worth considering how these findings translate from rodent to human brain slices. Is there equivalence between epileptiform activity induced in human slices by drugs and/or altered ionic environments to that observed in rodent brain slices using similar acute means? Surprisingly, seizure induction (using 4-AP) is known to be more readily achievable in control rodent slices compared to slices obtained from animals with epilepsy (kainate model; Zahn et al., 2008). This finding would certainly align with in vitro observations concerning the difficulty of inducing seizure activity in specimens obtained from drug resistant epilepsy patients. However, preliminary findings (M.O. Cunningham) has shown that when slices obtained from non-epileptic comparison samples (peritumoural tissue) are exposed to reduced [Mg$^{2+}$], and elevated [K$^+$], neither interical nor ictal-like events are observed. This may suggest that, human cortical tissue that can be considered more “normal” than epileptic tissue is not as susceptible to generate epileptiform activity following acute manipulation as control rodent tissue. These findings may be interpreted as a species difference in terms of the threshold for seizure generation, with human cortical tissue more resistant to seizure generation compared to the rodent brain. Further work should aim to understand the contrast between seizure threshold in the rodent and human brain and the mechanistic features that underlie such differences.

This failure to consistently observe spontaneous seizure events may be frustrating for those wanting to study the de novo genesis of seizures in human cortical microcircuits, but the fact that it is difficult to capture such activity in human epileptic slices in vitro may, in itself, be a revealing observation. What might explain this scenario? Early reports (Telfeian et al., 1999) illustrated a mismatch between

---

**Fig. 1.** Evoked ictal events in epileptic temporal neocortex in vitro. (A) Extracellular local field potential recordings showing slow time course development of the ictal event in the presence of kainate and carbachol. (B) Morlet wavelet spectrogram of the activity illustrated in (A) shows the characteristic spectral content of a seizure event. (C) Selected epochs as shown by asterisks in (A) from throughout the ictal event on a faster timescale. In agreement with the spectrogram, small amplitude high frequency oscillations dominate the beginning of the seizure with large amplitude tonic and clonic discharges then developing in the later stages of the ictus.
events recorded using peroperative ECoG and neuronal measurements of hyperexcitability (i.e., burst firing in response to electrical stimulation) in neocortical slices obtained from chronic refractory epilepsy patients. This has more recently been further explored by Theyel et al. (2010), who used flavoprotein autofluorescence (FA) imaging to evaluate slice connectivity following electrical stimulation. FA imaging is dependent on alterations in mitochondrial flavoproteins in the electron transport chain and its activation is reliant upon postsynaptic depolarisation (Husson et al., 2007). For this reason, it provides a non-invasive surrogate marker of network connectivity. Using epileptic human neocortical slices cut at different angles, this work demonstrated a high degree of variability of both evoked and spontaneous network activity. This finding potentially supports the view that inconsistencies with respect to observing spontaneous interictal and ictal-like discharges may be related to a low level of connectivity dependent on the angle at which the slices are cut.

Recent findings from combined ECoG and microelectrode recording in epilepsy patients suggest that pathological seizure activity may arise from small patches of neocortex (Schevon et al., 2008, 2012; Stead et al., 2010). Using clinical macroelectrodes and research microelectrodes in vivo, other groups have described localised electrographic activity termed, ‘micro-seizures’ (Truccolo et al., 2011, 2014). Based on these observations, it seems likely that, unless the resected sample is obtained from directly within the seizure onset zone or very close to it, the chances of recording spontaneous seizure activity in the slices will be low. Indeed, there is anatomical and gene expression evidence that supports the notion of microlesions in human epileptic cortex. Dachet et al. (2014) obtained resected cortical tissue identified as either high or low-spiking (interictal discharges recorded using long-term ECoG) and used transcriptomic techniques to produce a cellular interactome, i.e. a cell specific set of molecular interactions. The prediction of the cellular interactome suggested an increase in vascularity and microglia and the presence of microlesions in the deep layers of the cortex. Using histological methods, in high spiking samples, they demonstrated a loss of NeuN staining, a reduction in MAP2 and a local infiltration of microglia in the deep layers. It is worth considering then, that localised patches of epileptic activity observed in vivo and in vitro (Simon et al., 2014) may be the functional correlate of such anatomical microlesions. Further studies should consider a combination of in vitro electrophysiological spatial mapping with post-hoc neuroanatomical examination. It is likely then, the difficulty of observing spontaneous ictal activity may be linked to combination of variation in cortical connectivity and the presence of microlesions in the epileptic cortex, and it may be the exception rather than the rule that spontaneous activity is seen in human slices in vitro.

6. Monitoring small/large scale network dynamics in human brain slices in vitro

To understand how human epileptic circuits generate the pathological activity described above it is necessary to record how events occurring on a large scale (i.e. LFP) correlate with the small scale activity of local neuronal populations (i.e. single cells—neurons and/or glia). There are a variety of ways in which this can be achieved. Experimental work using the mammalian free model of acute seizures in rodent brain slices has demonstrated that fast calcium imaging of interictal and ictal events in combination with whole cell patch clamp recordings can be achieved (Trevelyan et al., 2006, 2007a, 2007b; Sabolek et al., 2012; Schevon et al., 2012). This approach has provided insight with respect to correlating the behavior of individual neurons to the propagation of ictal events in rodent neocortical networks and for examining the relative contributions of pyramidal cells and interneuron to seizure generation (Lillis et al., 2012). An alternative approach is to utilise multi-electrode arrays that allow the extraction of both LFP data and single unit recordings. Conventional (60 channel) planar arrays of microelectrodes have been used to look at initiation and propagation of activity in rodent slices using the magnesium-free model (Hill et al., 2010) and the 4-AP/bicuculline model (Chang et al., 2011; González-Sulser et al., 2011). More recently, an active-pixel sensor MEA chip system with 4096 electrodes has been developed and used in combination with voltage sensitive dye imaging to examine 4-AP induced epileptic events in rodent entorhinal-hippocampal slices (Ferrera et al., 2012). This high-resolution high-density system permits high sampling (>5 kHz) rates on an array covering an area of 2.6 x 2.6 mm2 with an electrode pitch of 21 μm.

Using the approaches outlined above, initial attempts have been made to examine coordinated interactions between large groups of astrocytes and neurons in the human epileptic circuits. Navarrete et al. (2013) have reported the use of Fluo-4-AM and Sulforhodamine 101 to image astrocytes in human hippocampus and cortex resected from mTLE patients. Using this approach, concurrently with patch clamp recordings, they demonstrated that human astrocytes are capable of releasing glutamate that acts on neuronal NMDA receptors to regulate excitability. The combination of cellular electrophysiology and fast calcium imaging approaches, successfully used in acute rodent epilepsy studies, unfortunately, have not yet attempted in human epileptic tissue.

However, there is increasing use of MEA recordings in human epileptic brain slices. Hisao et al. (2012) employed a planar 60-channel MEA system, to make recordings from hippocampal slices obtained from patients with MTLE. They confirmed the viability of the preparation by eliciting extracellular field responses in the dentate gyrus to electrical stimulation of the perforant path. A combination of high [K+]o (8 mM), low [Mg2+]o (0.25 mM) and 4-AP induced the emergence of asynchronous interictal activity in the dentate gyrus, CA1 and subiculum. Whilst pathological activity was recorded in these various regions no attempts were made to examine features such as the initiation and/or propagation of the epileptic events. Dossi et al. (2014) have also used a planar MEA approach in epileptic human cortical slices. Using a zero [Mg2+]o and high [K+]o (6 mM) ACSF they were able to transform the slices from a state where only spontaneous interictal activity occurred to one where ictal events were also seen. Such evoked ictal activity was observed in samples from 75% of patients and in 66.7% of the slices. Both these studies demonstrate the ease with which network LFP recordings can be reliably obtained from epileptic human brain slices. Dossi et al. (2014) also report that high pass filtering of the LFP signal allows the extraction of multi-unit signals. In order to relate the network events to the small scale, i.e., the activity of individual neurons, it is necessary that multiple single extracellular action potentials (units) can be detected. This is now possible with the advent of silicon probes with multiple recording sites in close proximity on the probe shanks. The advantage of this approach is that it permits precise temporal recordings of isolated signals from individual neurons in tandem with population network activity. Using silicon probes, preliminary data from our laboratory (see Fig. 3) has demonstrated the ability to record both extracellular ictal events (induced with modified ACSF) in the human neocortex and to extract individual signal units using principal component analysis.

This type of recording has allowed a detailed examination of the phase relationship of the spiking of single unit clusters during pathological HFOs (ripples and fast ripples) associated with the evoked epileptic activity. The ability to monitor large numbers of single units simultaneously with LFP/EEG signals of interictal and ictal discharges has been previously demonstrated using in vivo recordings in human epilepsy patients (Bower et al., 2012; Cash and Hochberg, 2015 Keller et al., 2010; Schevon et al., 2012;
Fig. 2. Multi-electrode array (MEA) recordings in epileptic human cortex. (Ai) The image illustrates post-hoc cresyl violet stain of a re-sectioned slice of peritumoral human temporal neocortex (low-grade glioma, grade II astrocytoma) in which recordings were conducted with 64 channel ‘Buzsaki’ configuration MEA (Neuronexus; Ann Arbor MI, USA). (Aii) Photomicrograph of a portion of the MEA show the layout of individual contacts on each shank (8 contacts per shank). Each individual contact has a surface area of 160 μm² and an impedance of 1–3 MΩ. The inter-shank distance was 200 μm. Recording sites were staggered to provide a two-dimensional arrangement (20 μm vertical separation) (Aiii) Extracellular recording show local field potential signal of an induced ictal discharge recorded from individual MEA contact. Exposure of the slice to ACSF containing low magnesium (0.25 mM) and high potassium (8 mM) produced the emergence of ictal events. A selected event from long time course trace show the seizure onset followed by rhythmic bursts. (Aiv) Raster plots for 3 simultaneously recorded layer IV–V neurons during the ictal event illustrated in (Aiii) Note the variation in the firing behavior during the various stages of the seizure event. (B) Average waveforms for putative pyramidal cell (i and ii) and interneuron (iii) and associated plot showing the first and second coefficient of the wavelet transform (iv) Waveclus algorithm was used to detect and sort the spikes (Quiroga et al. (2004)) using a Wavelet Transform (C) Phase preference of identified single units during ripple (80–200 Hz) and fast-ripple (200–600 Hz) oscillations present during the epoch examined.
Truccolo et al., 2011). The advantages of this approach are clear: high-resolution temporal recordings from individual neurons in combination with network measurements in the epileptic brain in a clinical environment. However, from a scientific perspective the main disadvantage is an inability to extract information regarding the spatial resolution of neuronal activity across the cortical mantle. Ninety-six channel Utah multielectrode arrays used in vivo, penetrate the cortex to depths of 1–1.5 mm, sampling neuronal activity predominantly from layers 3 and 4 of the human neocortex. Using the same multielectrode arrays in human slices in vitro (Fig. 2) permits orientation of the array in a tangential manner and means that neural signals can be sampled across all cortical layers. Laminar recordings of rodent neocortical epileptiform activity in a variety of acute pharmacological models (4-AP, bicuculline, zero [Mg\textsuperscript{2+}]) have observed heterogeneity in terms of the source of events (Borbély et al., 2006). Using current source analysis techniques, 4-AP induced activity was shown to arise from layer V whereas bicuculline and magnesium free evoked events emanated in the superficial (II) and deep layers (IV–V) of the neocortex, respectively. However using voltage sensitive dye (VSD) imaging approaches, magnesium-free evoked epileptic activity was capable of arising from either superficial or deep layers of the rodent neocortex (Tsau et al., 1999). More recently a combination of LFP recordings and VSD imaging has revealed 4 distinct types of interictal events induced by pharmacological dis-inhibition in rodent cortical-hippocampal slices (Adams et al., 2015). One type of event was generated in the hippocampus but failed to propagate from this structure. For 2 of these cases, the events originated in the hippocampus and projected towards the primary auditory cortex via intermediate structures. A subtype of one of these events was observed to propagate back to the hippocampus. Finally, a form of interictal event was generated in the neocortex locally and was non-propagating. The local non-propagating cortical interictal event was arose in the superficial layers whereas interictal events projecting in from the hippocampus were initiated in the deep layers. CSD studies of interictal spikes in human cortex in vivo (Ulbert et al., 2004) and in vitro (Köhling et al., 1999) have demonstrated that layer V is the predominant generator of this pathological activity. Given the discordance regarding the elucidation of layer specific generation of interictal patterns of activity, the use of multielectrode arrays in human epileptic brain slices will aid in clarifying this particular question and provide a mechanistic understanding of this characteristic feature of human epilepsy.

7. Organotypic culture techniques in human epileptic tissue

A major drawback to the use of living human tissue obtained through brain resection is the limited and often sporadic availability of tissue. We have been considering various ways of accelerating the progress of research using living human tissue. Although relatively robust if maintained in optimal conditions, slices produced from each sample have a limited acute viability of around 12–14 h, meaning that much of the fresh tissue is not available for use in functional physiological studies. As a means of maximising the utility of valuable human tissue, one obvious approach would be to prolong its viable lifetime through organotypic culture. The use of organotypic culture has become an established experimental procedure to maintain lifetime and viability of animal tissue. Whilst such an approach in human tissue has received only sporadic attention, particularly in the last two decades, it provides an attractive possibility to maximise the use of human living brain slices.

Work in the 1940s demonstrated that brain tissue of foetal and new-born origin could be maintained in roller tube culture relatively easily for extended periods (e.g. Hogue, 1946, 1947). Early attempts to culture adult tissue were largely unsuccessful, but optimisation of culture conditions produced the forerunner of studies to produce organotypic human cultures in the early 1990s. Costero and Pomerat (1951) made roller tube cultures of cortical explants from adult (and occasionally juvenile) human brains (samples approximately 1 mm square) from patients undergoing surgery for intractable tumours or relief of psychiatric disorders or intractable pain. In cultures maintained for up to 4 weeks, large pyramidal neurones seem to survive reasonably well in this tissue, although they showed clearly morphological changes, and migrated only slowly from their point of origin. Smaller neurones seemed to undergo more rapid migration and were much more susceptible to degeneration and morphological change to a glialform phenotype. Very similar studies were reported by Hogue in 1953 who made explant cultures of frontal, parietal and temporal cortical and cerebellum form patients ranging from 4 to 68 years old undergoing neurosurgical procedures. Both studies reported neurones surviving for many months, although technical limitations make that the normality of the tissue was very hard to assess.

Following these early studies there was little in the way of enthusiasm for developing organotypic human cultures until the early 1990s, when there was a renewed interest in the potential use of human foetal tissue from elective terminations to study neurodevelopment. For example, Lyman et al. (1991, 1992) established organotypic explants of both forebrain (14–21 weeks gestation) and spinal tissue (21–23 weeks), with monitored survival times of up to 12 weeks plus, and were able to follow neuronal migration and synaptogenesis. Letinic et al. (2001, 2002) maintained foetal (15–25 weeks) forebrain slices (300–350 μm thick) in organotypic culture for 48–72 h. They were able to follow the migration of GABAergic neurones into the dorsal thalamus and neocortex using either slices containing the whole forebrain structure, or by use of co-culture of different regions. More recently, Jakovec et al. (2007) used fetal forebrain slices (interface method) (5–24 weeks) to examine the role of PSA-NCAM in development of myelination in over 5 days in culture. None of these studies make any comment on the level of preservation of 'normal' structure or the temporal viability of the cultured tissue. However, an even more recent study (Martinez et al., 2011) of foetal (7–18 weeks) forebrain slices (400 μm) used a Live/Dead assay (calcine and propidium iodide) to assess neuronal viability. Neuronal proliferation was monitored with 5-ethyl-2-deoxyuridine. The study concluded that, with optimisation of the culture conditions, good viability could be maintained for up to 28 days but significant neuronal death only being observed from 21 days onwards.

There has been sporadic interest in the use of living postnatal human tissue for organotypic culture. Jung et al. (2002) developed a human organotypic brain slice model to study the migration of tumour cells in cortical tissue. They obtained excised temporal and frontal cortex from patients (presumably juvenile/adult) undergoing surgery for arteriovenous malformation, trauma, or epilepsy and made 1 mm thick slices held in interface-type wells (Stopinni et al., 1991) initially for 10 days in culture, before the insertion of tumour cells or tumour spheroids to monitor migration over subsequent weeks. Unfortunately they provide little detail or illustration of the structure or viability of the human slices, other than to say “We were able to maintain the anatomical structure of the brain for a 4- to 6-week period, but after that the cultured brain becomes necrotic. Organotypic culture of brain was well preserved histologically for a week...” and “the cytoarchitecture of the brain tissue remains viable and intact without showing histopathological signs of obvious necrosis for 14 days”.

In 2002, Verwer’s group in Amsterdam reported the surprising observation that neurones in adult cortical tissue sampled post-mortem could survive in organotypic slices for extended culture periods. They obtained motor cortex samples from control patients...
with no neurological or psychiatric disease and from a number of patients with a variety of degenerative disorders (principally Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease). Patients were aged 45–93, and tissue was sampled from 2 to 8 h post-mortem. Slices (200 μm thick) were cultured free floating and maintained for up to 50 days with occasional preparation kept for up to 78 days. Various measures of cell number, morphology, cytoarchitecture and viability indicated that many neurons and glia survived post-mortem and were in relatively good health in about 50% of cultures even after 30 days. Slices from patients with neurodegenerative disorders, particular those with Alzheimer’s often exhibited pathological signs of the underlying disorder (Verwer et al., 2002a, 2003). The same group also reported similar success with post-mortem culture of slices from hippocampus, cerebellum and nucleus basalis of Meynert (Verwer et al., 2002b). More recently, they have provided evidence that neuronal survival in organotypic slices obtained post-mortem from precentral gyrus of both control and Alzheimer’s patients (age range 55–93) is greatly improved by co-culture with rat embryonic stem cells (Wu et al., 2008). The rat embryonic stem cell line was co-cultured with a separating filter membrane suggesting that diffusible factors from the stem cells were responsible for slowing degeneration. A similar enhanced survival in post mortem slices by anti-inflammatory cytokines has also been described (Bisbisi et al., 2006).

Perhaps the first study directly relevant to our currently considered approach was that of Chaihana et al. (2007), who compared the preservation of structure in human tumour and non-tumour cortical tissue from paediatric and adult patients (age ranges not given) undergoing surgery for tumor, trauma, arteriovenous malformation, neumriysm or epilepsy. Cortical tissue was obtained from frontal and temporal cortex, and slices were cut at 350 μm and cultured in interface Millicell inserts for up to 14 days. Slices showed good preservation of astrocyte morphology over 11 days with a decline after that, although there was a steady decline in the number of astrocytic process over this period. However, neuronal somata showed a relatively rapid degeneration over the culture period, with most being lost after 3 days, although dendrites often survived. Remarkably, too, axonal processes and synaptic contacts were well preserved even after 11 days. Interestingly, whilst EM sections are likely to show contacts with surviving dendritic structures, some synaptic contacts revealed vesicles in both “pre-” and “postsynaptic” structures, which might suggest that these were axo-axonic synapses between terminals that survived the loss of the cell soma.

Organotypic culture of slices from patients undergoing surgery for drug refractory epilepsy was also described by González-Martínez et al. (2007). In this study, slices (200 μm) were prepared from temporal, occipital, frontal and parietal cortices, with the majority coming from patients with cortical dysplasias. Slices comprised the cortex, white matter and underlying subventricular zone, but were maintained only over short culture periods (12–48 h). The paper suggests that cresyl violet staining in control tissue (from patients undergoing tumour removal) shows “normal cytoarchitecture”, whereas samples from cortical dysplasia patients (and other malformation associated epilepsies) shows “loss of normal organization”. However, there is no detailed information on the general preservation and viability of the cultured tissue presented. What is particular interesting is that markers for neurogenesis reveal the presence of cellular proliferation in the subventricular zones and migration of cells from here to the overlying cortex over 48 h, but this was restricted to epileptic samples and not seen in controls.

A limited study by Hocke et al. (2007) prepared temporal lobe slices (350 μm) from resections in 3 epileptic patients (no ages given) and examined 14F-deoxyglucose (FDG) uptake after 3 days in culture. The authors suggest that histological examination shows hippocampal cell loss that reflects hippocampal sclerosis associated with temporal lobe epilepsy. However, the poor quality of the images and sections combined with the lack of control comparison make it difficult to assess any real significance of the culture approach in this case. The authors did show a regionally distributed uptake of FDG in the slices after 3 days in culture; they suggested that this reflected the preservation of viable neurones and could be used as a quality control measure for human tissue in organotypic culture. Another limited study briefly described organotypic slices (1 mm thick) of adult spinal cord obtained post-mortem (up to 48 h; Jeong et al., 2011). These were used as a model to study the potential of using transplantation of bone marrow-derived mesenchymal precursor cells in spinal repair. Organotypic cultures were apparently maintained for up to 21 days, but no information on viability and cellular preservation is available.

Sebolléa et al. (2012) used organotypic culture of temporal cortical slices to study the molecular effects of soluble oligomers of amyloid-beta peptide. Tissue was obtained fresh from adult patients undergoing hippocampal removal for drug refractory epilepsy. Tissue was cultured for up to 10 days. This tissue was debulked as an approach to the affected hippocampus and was assessed as "healthy" by prior MRI scan so was considered as genuine control tissue to assess the effect of treatments without the complication of underlying pathology. Slices (300 μm) were cultured using an interface approach and viability monitored with a Live/Dead Assay (calcine plus ethidium homodimer) for up to 25 days in vitro. This assay showed that cell viability was maintained at around 50% or greater over the culture period. NeuN and GFAP staining after 4 days in culture showed the presence of morphologically normal and healthy neurones and astrocytes. Interestingly, although 24-h incubation with amyloid-beta peptides caused significant gene expression changes, there were no observable changes in neuronal viability in the cultures.

The most comprehensive study to date of the use of organotypic culture to facilitate the study of living human tissue was published recently by Eugène et al. (2014). Slices were prepared from fresh tissue resected from hippocampus and temporal cortex from drug-refractory adult epilepsy patients (20–55 years old). This study is the first with the primary aim of developing and optimising the culture approach to specific preserve the living tissue for research into basic mechanisms of epilepsy. Slices from both hippocampus and temporal cortex were 300 μm thick and maintained in culture by the interface method (Stoppi et al., 1991) for up to 4 weeks. The authors used some immunostaining and EM approaches to examine the morphology and ultrastructure of cultured slices after 6–10 days in vitro in acutely fixed tissue, but only sparse details are given. There is some indication that granule cells in the dentate gyrus show dispersal in culture, but it is not clear whether this is a feature of the epileptic tissue, or as a result of the culture. EM studies suggest good preservation of synaptic structure after 6–10 days in culture.

What the study gives us, for the first time, is good solid electrophysiological evidence for functional integrity of neurones and synaptic networks in cultured slices. Extracellular recording revealed spontaneous interictal-like activity in the hippocampus and subiculum, which developed around 6–10 days in culture but was absent prior to this. It peaked around 15 days and declined thereafter. Such activity was not seen the temporal cortex but could be readily induced by a variety of convulsant treatments. A limited number of whole cell recordings from subicular neurones showed a relatively healthy action potential, and the ability to burst fire that was similar to rodent tissue and in acutely prepared human tissue. Overall this paper has made the technical advance of defining optimal conditions and incubation procedures for maintaining organotypic human tissue slices and shown that functional connectivity and integrity may be achieved over relatively long culture periods.

8. Concluding remarks

In this review we emphasise the critical steps required to ensure the viability of slices prepared from surgical tissue samples obtained from elective epilepsy surgery cases. We also outline the optimal methods required to obtain recordings of neurophysiological activity associated with epilepsy. We draw attention to the difficulty in observing ictal patterns of activity spontaneously but summarise the methods that can be used to artificially elicit this behaviour. We propose that large-scale recording techniques (Ca²⁺ imaging and/or multielectrode array recordings) be routinely utilised in order to maximise the data obtained from this resource and assess questions concerning circuit dynamics in the human epileptic brain. As with all acute in vitro brain slice work, the longevity of neuronal tissue is a limiting factor. Whilst previously thought to be only achievable in juvenile tissue, the observation that adult epileptic slices can be cultured using organotypic approaches, presents numerous experimental opportunities. A consensus on the methodologies concerning in vitro epileptic human brain slice studies would ensure consistency and reproducibility of findings in laboratories conducting this type of work. Such agreement would be critical when considering the formation of a multi-centre network to conduct studies on resected epileptic material.
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